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Abstract
Wepresent an optimized scheme for nanoscalemeasurements of temperature in a complex
environment using the nitrogen-vacancy center in nanodiamonds (NDs). To this endwe combine a
Ramseymeasurement for temperature determinationwith advanced optimal control theory.We
test our newdesign on single nitrogen-vacancy centers in bulk diamond andfixedNDs, achieving
better readout signal thanwith common soft or hardmicrowave control pulses.We demonstrate
temperature readout using rotatingNDs in an agarosematrix. Ourmethod opens theway tomeasure
temperature fluctuations in complex biological environment. The used principle is universal and not
restricted to temperature sensing.

Introduction

Spin quantumprobes have the potential tomeasure awealth of parameters with unprecedented accuracy and
spatial resolution. One representative of such quantum sensors, is the negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy
center (NV) in diamond. Several applications as amagnetic [1] and electric field [2], pressure [3] and
temperature [4–12]probe have been demonstrated. In addition, one can also extract chemical information
about samples by nuclearmagnetic resonance with∼Hz spectral and nanometer-scale spatial resolution
[13, 14]. These techniques can bemodified tomeasure the temporal dynamics of the quantity under study using
NV [15, 16].

The sensor capability ofNV can be preserved in nanodiamonds (NDs), even in a biological environment
[17], where spin coherence and relaxation times are greatly reduced. As theNV is a spin one system (S=1), the
response to externalmagnetic fields is anisotropic: tumbling of the hostNDwill lead to variations in the electron
spin resonance (ESR) transitions strength and frequency. Both depend on the orientation of theNV axis (the
defect symmetry axis)with respect to the external staticmagnetic andmicrowave field. Therefore, proper
alignment of theNV spin system is usuallymandatory to performprecise quantummeasurements.

To counteract variations in theNV spin transitions frequency and its driving strength, one can utilize
optimal control theory, which has been used forNV spin control in a variety of applications [18–22]. In general,
the strategy is to numerically optimize a pulse to achieve a desired quantum state.

To perform the optimizationwe use the quantumoptimization packageDYNAMO [23], which uses the
gradient ascent pulse engineering algorithm togetherwith Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shannominimization.
DYNAMOcan also optimize open quantum systemdynamics. By introducing cooperativity between pulses of a
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given sequence via the quantum state filtermethod byBraun andGlaser [24], possible errors in phase
adjustment can be compensated by the following pulses. Overall this reduces the demand for individual pulses,
while still achieving the overarching goal of the entire sequence utilizing less resources like time or energy [24].
To demonstrate the power of the used optimization scheme, wemodified the dynamical decoupling sequence
D-Ramsey, optimized for temperature sensingwithNV [4], to a new sequence, which allows us tomonitor local
temperature evenwith tumblingNDs.

The original D-Ramsey involves the allowed ESR transitions ñ « + ñ∣ ∣0 1 and ñ « - ñ∣ ∣0 1 of the triplet
ground state of theNV center (see figure 1(a)). These two ESR lines can shift due to changes in a variety of
internal and external parameters. For example, if the zero field splittingD of theNV changes by local
temperature changes [25], they shift in the same direction. A change of the strength of an applied axialmagnetic
fieldB0, shift the ESR lines in opposite directions. TheD-Ramsey is designed in away, that only the center of
gravity (COG) of both transitions ismeasured: hereby the sequence acts as a Ramsey accumulating the phase
jD=δD·τ during the free evolution interval τ, if the COG is detuned by δD. Slow changes inB0, introducing a
possible phase shiftjB, are canceled out similar to aHahn echo sequence.One can separate theD-Ramsey into
three pulse segments with individual roles (see figures 1(a) and (b)). ‘seg1’ initializes quantum sensing, by
creating a superposition between ñ∣0 and - ñ∣ 1 . ‘seg2’ prepares the system to be only sensitive toCOG shifts of
- ñ∣ 1 and + ñ∣ 1 ,which is accomplished by swapping the populations of - ñ∣ 1 and + ñ∣ 1 . ‘seg3’ converts phase to
state population enabling readout.

Figure 1.Working principle ofD-Ramsey. (a): Translation ofD-Ramsey into a cooperative design. The sequence is sliced into 3
segments (seg1, seg2 and seg3), and each segment is separated equally by τ/2.jD andjB denote quantumphase accumulation due to
changes inD or the externalmagnetic field. (b): Before and after seg2 projectors are applied to introduce a cooperative design in the
pulse compilation via optimal control. (c): Example of state evolutionwithin the sequence for different drift Hamiltonians and
different scenarios. The upper and lower left plots show the state evolution under square pulses withfixed systemparameters and a
various amplitude and detuned ensemble, respectively. The lower right shows the state evolution under aCoop-D-Ramsey sequence
optimized for this ensemble. Thereby, for the lower plots, the solid lines present the average state of the ensemble. The corresponding
colored areas are the spreading of state evolutions in terms of one sigma.B0 andB1 are the applied externalmagneticfield vector and
microwave field, respectively.
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Tounderstand howwe translate theD-Ramsey scheme into a cooperative pulse design, we quickly recall the
basic idea of optimal control theory: the dynamics of a quantum systemwith densitymatrix ρ can be described
by the vonNeumann equation:

år r= - +   

⎡

⎣
⎢⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥⎥( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t H u t H ti , , 1

k k k

H

drift

with Hdrift being the free evolution or driftHamiltonian, whileHk are the controlHamiltonians that describe the
interaction of the systemwith for example an externalmicrowave field. Formagnetic fields,Hk is composed of
the spin operators Sx, Sy and Sz. The amplitude uk(t) at time t of this interaction is typically called control field.
The task is tofind all uk(t), such that the system evolves into a predefinedfinal state after timeT, represented by
the densitymatrixλ. Therefore, one defines a quantityΦ0 that can for example be the overlap of the desiredfinal
stateλwith the actual state ρ evolved under the influence of the control fields: l rF = á ñ∣ ( )T .0 Bymaximizing
Φ0, one optimizes the amplitude uk(t) to the designed functionality. Hereby one of the strengths of optimal
control lies in the possibility tofind a particular set of uk(t) that allows robustness against variations of system
parameters (e.g. a broad range of Hdrift andHk) [26].

To introduce cooperativity using the quantum state filtermethod, we describe the evolution of the system in
the Liouville space. The evolution of a spin systemwith densitymatrix ρs that is coupled to an environment can
be described as:

r r= D( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( )t t t t texp , . 2s 2 1 2 s 1

Hereby D = - +·i is the Liouville superoperator, being the sumof the time independent system
Hamiltonian and the dissipatorD in the time intervalD = -t t t .2 1 The exponential term in equation (2) is
typically called a dynamicmap. By adding suitable Liouville space projectors P between control sequence
segments, the full sequence can be optimized in one go invoking cooperativity. TherebyP projects onto a
subspace in the Liouville space of the densitymatrices, which in our case is any equal superposition of states ñ∣0
and - ñ∣ 1 after ‘seg1’ and ñ∣0 and+ ñ∣1 after ‘seg2’. If the state before applying the projector does not belong to
this subspace, some purity is irreversibly lost and thefidelity of the final state reduces. This causesDYNAMO to
optimize the amplitudes uk(t) such that the desired subspace is reached before the projector is applied. After the
optimization, we can simply remove the projectors and replace themwith arbitrary but equally long free
evolution intervals between the three segments.

As shown in the sectionResults and discussion, the introduced strategy allows us tomeasure the local
temperature of aND, despite its rotation, whichwould result in incoherent control using the standard sequence.
Note, that in principle, one can apply this recipe to anymeasurement scheme (in particularmulti-phase
dynamic decoupling sequences).

Theoretical description ofNV spin system andprojector for pulse compilation

In this sectionwe define theNV spinHamiltonians and projectors used to compile an optimal control pulse.

Description ofNV spin system
To compile a Coop-D-Ramsey sequence (cooperatively numerically optimizedD-Ramsey), one needs to
describe theNVquantum system in terms of the systemHamiltonian and the set of parameters, which are varied
by the tumblingmotion of theNDs.We define Hdrift and å= ( )H u t H

k k kc as:

å b= + - +
=

· ( ) ( )H D S E S S S a, 3z x y k x y z k kdrift
2 2 2

, , 0

and

å b=
=

( ) ( ) ( )H t t S b. 3
k x y z k kc , , 1

D is the zero field splitting,E is the zero field component introduced by off-axial strain, Sk the spin operators of a

spin one system,β0k static components introduced by an externalmagnetic fieldwith strength åb b= ,
k k0 0

2

andβ1k the components of themicrowave field.
We distinguish two cases. Thefirst one is aNVwith b∣ ∣E ,0 inwhich the external staticfield is aligned

along the z-axis of theNV spin system: b b=∣ ∣ .z0 0 Wecall this bulk case. The second one is aNVwith b∣ ∣E ,0

called theNDcase. Themicrowave field is chosen to be an in-plane linear polarized field. Transforming
equations (3), into a left-handed and a right-handed rotating reference frame, leads to the overall system
HamiltonianH for the bulk case:
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For equations (4)wemake use of the assumption bD ,1 whereasβ1 is themeasuredRabi frequency,
which is determined experimentally before pulse compilation. The parameterΔD denotes the detuning of the
zerofield splittingD from a reference, whichmay be the former value ofD before local temperature has changed.
In later studywe introduced a detuning by changing the reference rather than the actual value ofD.

Note that the described relations in equations (4) are valid even for a residualmicrowavefield aligned along
the z-axis.

For example, if we introduce a cosinemodulation linear polarizedmicrowave field along the z-axis with
amplitudeβ1z, equation (4a) acquires an additional termHz:

b= · ( ) · ( )H Dt S dcos . 4z z z1

AsD is typically 2.87 GHz forNV, and the Rabi amplitude is on the order of severalMHz, fast fluctuations
introduced by the Sz operator are averaged out. In other words, one has to consider the projection of the driving
field onto the xy-plain of theNV spin systemonly. Tumblingwill lead tomodulation of the in-planemicrowave
field amplitude, whichwe denotedBxy infigures 2(c) and 3(c). To allow a variation in the driving strength of the
microwavefield, we introduce the relative amplitudeκ. The controlsXl andYl for a single set l of thewhole
parameter set to optimize for, aremodified to:

Figure 2.Coop-D-Ramsey applied to aNV in bulk diamond. (a): Simulation ofD-Ramsey using square pulses. (b): Simulation of
Coop-D-Ramsey for the settings as in (a). The color scale for (a) and (b) is the same. The color bar in (a) indicates the signal, with 1
representing themaximumachievable value. (c): Illustration of relative amplitudeκ and detuning. (d):T1-Decay (solid black), Hahn
echo (solid gray) andCoop-D-Ramsey (red) for a slight detuning of around∼300 kHz. The purple bar represents themaximum signal
normalized to 1. (e) and (f): Comparison of the signal contrast byD-Ramsey (blue) andCoop-D-Ramsey (red) as a function of the
relative amplitudeκ and detuningΔD. The solid lines represent simulations corresponding to the parameter slicesmarkedwith the
white lines in (a) and (b). Circles with error bars aremeasured data. Note: if there is no description given for a specific scale, it is
inherited from the graph along horizontal or vertical lines from left to right or top to bottom, respectively.
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The variation inκwill be accomplished by changing the signal generator’s amplitude.
In theNDcase the situation becomesmore complicated:
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In equation (5c) b 1 and b ^1 are again directly themeasuredRabi frequency of left and right ESR transitions,
respectively. The interpretation of equation (5c) should be understood in the followingway: if a strainfield is
aligned along themicrowave field only one transition can be driven. If it is perpendicularly aligned, one can only
drive the other transition. Again, for parameter variation equation (5c) is redefined as:

Figure 3.Coop-D-Ramsey applied to aNV in afixedND. (a): Simulation ofD-Ramsey using square pulses. (b): Simulation of
Coop-D-Ramsey for the settings as in (a). The color scale for (a) and (b) is the same. The color bar in (a) indicates the signal, with 1
representing themaximumachievable value. (c): Illustration of the relative amplitudeκ and detuning. (d):T1-Decay (solid black),
Hahn echo (solid gray) andCoop-D-Ramsey (red) for a slight detuning of∼125 kHz. The purple bar represents themaximum signal
normalized to 1. (e) and (f): Comparison of the signal contrast byD-Ramsey (blue) andCoop-D-Ramsey (red) as a function of the
relative amplitudeκ and detuning. The solid lines represent simulations corresponding to the parameter slicesmarkedwith thewhite
lines in (a) and (b). Circles with error bars aremeasured data. Note: if there is no description given for a specific scale, it is inherited
from the graph along horizontal or vertical lines from left to right or top to bottom, respectively.
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In case of the fixedND study k( )l equals k¢( )l . For the rotatingND k( )l and k¢( )l are varied individually,
but b 1 is set equal to b ^.1

Projectors for cooperative pulse design
To introduce cooperativity, we use the projector sets ( ) ( )/P Pxy xy

1 2 (set1) and ( ) ( )/P Pxy
b

xy
b1 2 (set2) as shown in

equations (6) in two sub-ensembles. All Pxy project into a two-dimensional subspace of the Liouville space of
densitymatrices, with the difference, that projectors with the superscript (b) introduce an additional p

2
phase

shift. The reason to do so, is that wewant to account for the situation, where some phase is picked up during the
free evolution intervals with length t .

2
Theminimum set to account for all phase accumulations between zero

and 2π is covered by both.Note that ( )Pxy
b1 adds a positive phase, whereas ( )Pxy

b2 the corresponding negative one. If

wewould have chosen a positive phase in the latter the final statemust be + ñ∣ 1 instead of ñ∣0
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Todemonstrate that it ismandatory to use both projector sets, we compiled in appendix B one sequence
with ( )Pxy

1 and ( )Pxy
2 only, and one including all projectors defined in equations (6). Only in the latter case the

correct response of theD-Ramsey can be resampled.
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Results and discussion

Aswe stated in the introduction part, optimal control theory can be utilized to introduce a certain robustness
against parameter variations. For demonstrationwe use the sequence compiled for later study, whichwe refer to
as bulk case (see also the latter section). Herebywe compare theCoop-D-Ramsey (cooperatively numerically
optimizedD-Ramsey) to a typical D-Ramsey consisting of conventionalπ andπ/2 pulses. Figure 1(c) shows the
population of all three states for different Hdrift andHk, for three different situations. The definition of Hdrift and
Hk can be found in equations (4b), (4c), (4e). The upper left plot pictures the population of all three states for a
well-set ideal parameter choice in case of aD-Ramsey. The sequence works as desired. The lower plots represent
the average over a sample of 63 different sets (for parameters see bulk study andMethods) of Hdrift andHk for a
D-Ramsey andCoop-D-Ramsey sequence. As one can see, for both, D-Ramsey andCoop-D-Ramsey, the
population has a high divergence within the individual segments.

However, theCoop-D-Ramsey converges at the endof each segment to thedesired superposition state. To
calculate theoptimal set ofuk(t) for theCoop-D-Ramsey,weused theprojectors,which are described in equations (6).
We labeled theprojectors between ‘seg1’ and ‘seg2’with ( )Pxy

1 and ( )Pxy
b1 andbetween ‘seg2’ and ‘seg3’ ( )Pxy

2 and ( )Pxy
b2

(seefigure1(b)).Note thatwehave touse two sub-ensembles: onewith the set ( )Pxy
1 and ( )Pxy

2 and theother onewith the

set ( )Pxy
b1 and ( )Pxy

b2 for a successful compilationof theCoop-D-Ramsey sequence (seediscussion in appendixBand
figureB1). In addition,wedesign the system to endup in ñ∣0 , not in + ñ∣ 1 as this is the case for theD-Ramsey.

Next,we compared the performance of aD-Ramsey versus theCoop-D-Ramsey scheme inbulkdiamond.To
this end,we chose a singleNV inbulkdiamond and aligned an external weakmagneticfield roughly along theNV
axis. The splitting of the ESR transitions is 25.7MHz.TheRabi frequency in the reference configuration (relative
amplitudeκ=1)of the energetically lower andhigher spin transitionswas 3.8MHzand3.5MHz, respectively.
Weexplain the slight difference by the frequencydependence of themicrowave power of our apparatus. To
determine themaximumspin contrastweperformed a spin contrastmeasurement (T1-Decay, seefigure 2(d)
(black)) as described in appendixAor [27]. Thenwe acquired aHahn echo to verify, that the coherence timeof the
NVcenter is long enough (figure 2(d) (gray)). In thenext stepwemeasured theCoop-D-Ramsey andD-Ramsey by
varying amplitude anddetuning to simulate tumbling and temperature changes. To calculate the sequence,weuse
the spin systemas defined in equations (4a)–(4c), (4e). Amplitude variations are accomplishedby varying the
relative amplitudeκ anddetunings by varyingΔD as shown infigure 2(c) anddescribed in former section.We
fitted every data set to a harmonic functionwith an exponential damping termand extracted thepeak to peak
amplitude (signal contrast). The signal shows an almost constant contrastwithin the amplitude anddetuning
variation limit that has been set for compilation (κ: 0.7 to 1.3,ΔD: 0 to 200 kHz,moredetails in appendixA.2).
Interestingly, the sequencehas a better performance than the target limit. As one can see infigure 2, the signal
contrast of the optimal control sequence is almost twice as large as in the non-optimized case, whereas in case of
detuning, the signal contrast is always betterwithin a bandwidth of 1MHz.

For theNDcasewe performed a similar analysis. First, we compensated the externalmagnetic field to satisfy
the condition bE z0 as required to use equations (5a)–(5d) formodeling theNV spin systemwithin a highly
strainedND. Fitting a continuously driven optically detectedmagnetic resonance (cwODMR) spectrum as
shown infigureC2 reveals = E 4.35 0.01 MHz and b = 0.53 0.03 MHz.z0 The reference Rabi
frequencies on the lower and upper transition are 2.5 MHz and 2.8 MHz, respectively. Again, pulse parameters
can be found in appendix A.2.

In contrast to bulk diamond the difference in signal contrast betweenD-Ramsey andCoop-D-Ramsey is
less, but still significant (figure 3).We attribute this difference to the reduction in the hyperfine splitting
introduced by the zerofield parameter E, which leads to a better result in case of theD-Ramsey. For
demonstrationwe plot the transitions frequencies infigureC1 forE=5MHz.With increasing external
magnetic field, the splitting of the hyperfine lines develops from a denser packedND case to themore bulk like
behaviorwith equal hyperfine splitting of 2.16 MHz (see also discussion in appendix C). In theND study
presented, the hyperfine lines gather in the range of several hundred kilohertz (see figure C2), because of the low
externalmagnetic field, whereas in case of the bulkNV the hyperfine lines are equally split by 2.16 MHz. The
pulse bandwidth of conventional square pulses is directly proportional to the Rabi driving strength and in our
case on the order of severalMHz.Now, themore a single spin transition is detuned versus the applied frequency
of amicrowave control pulse, the less good a desired state is aligned. In case of theND study the hyperfine lines
aremuch closer within the driving bandwidth of the conventional square pulses used, as in the bulk study. As a
consequence, theD-Ramsey signal contrast is different when comparing both studies.

In a next step, we tested the cooperative pulse design on a tumblingND. Therefore, we incorporatedNDs in
an agarosematrix, which acts as a cage for theNDs. The latter are spatially fixed but still can change their
orientation over time. It turns out thatNDs are typically immobilized in the beginning.We used this time
window for characterizing the system to extract the Rabi driving strength, the zerofield splittingD andE and the
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NV spin properties. After several hours of analysis, theNDs started to tumble on various timescales with
rotational periods ranging from several hours down tomilliseconds. PreviouslyMcGuiness et al [17] observed
tumbling ofNDs in cells on similar timescales.We restricted our observations onNDswith slow angular
changes compared to the overall sequence length, also because wewant the driving strength to be constant
during the application of one sequence interval (i.e. in agreement with the quasistatic parameter variation
assumed for pulse engineering). In addition, weminimized the residual externalmagnetic fields byminimizing
the linewidth and theCOGof a cwODMR spectrumof a highlyNVdopedND crystal (seeMethods part in [1]),
as the COGposition depends on the angle an externalmagnetic field is applied versus theNV axis. This would be
interpreted as a temperature shift in case of a slowly tumblingND (see figureD1).

After compensating for the externalmagneticfield, we tested the performance of theCoop-D-Ramsey
on aNDdopedwith a singleNV containing a 15N atom.We estimated E to be around 0.2 0.1 MHz and
b = ∣ ∣ 0.2 0.1 MHzz0 in the beginning. ThemaximumRabi frequency on the lower and upper transitions are

7.7 0.3 MHz and 9.0 0.3 MHz.Different to the former cases we optimized the pulse for every combination
ofκ andκ′ for the two transitions between 0.6 and 1.4 using equation (5d). After compiling a suitable sequence
withDYNAMO,we continuouslymonitored the shift of the zerofield splitting via aCoop-D-Ramsey for almost
one day. In addition, we interleavedmeasurements of Rabi oscillations on both electron transitions and the
overall temperature of the sample holder via a thermistor (see figure 4).

The signal contrast of the Coop-D-Ramsey is around 80% in the beginning. Over almost two hours the zero
field splittingD shifted by around 100 kHz. This corresponds to a heating of the confocal cell dish of roughly
1.5 K. This heatingwas not observed by the thermistor as it ismonitoring the environmental temperature only at
the sample chamber. During this heat-up phase the signal contrast of theCoop-D-Ramsey stayed almost
constant, around 80%.After two hours the contrast dropped. Around 45 min later we reduced the detuning toD
by 100 kHz, to stay closer to the defined compilation interval (allowed detuning: 0–200 kHz), also to rule out

Figure 4.Analysis of Coop-D-Ramsey for a rotatingND. (a): Color codedCoop-D-Ramsey for single rotatingNV at two different
positions in time. The positions aremarked in (e) and (f). (b)–(d): Rabi oscillations driven on left transition. (e): FFTmagnitude of
Rabimeasurement on left (blue) and right (red) electronic transition. For calculation of individual FFTdata sets, single Rabi data have
been bias corrected by itsmedian amplitude. (f): Change of the zerofield splittingmeasured via aCoop-D-Ramsey (white to black).
Tomark the signal contrast the individual data points are colored fromwhite (zero contrast) to black (full contrast). In red the
corresponding temperature read out of a thermistor is plotted. Note that (b)–(d) inherit their y-scale from (a).
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that the latter is the origin of the signal drop. A closer look on the acquired Rabi data infigures 4(b)–(e) reveals
that the FFT shows a significantly larger linewidth resulting from a fast decay of the Rabi oscillations.We
interpret this behavior as an averaging of theNVhaving different orientations to the driving field during
tumbling [28]. Furthermore, we acquired the autocorrelation function t( )( )g 2 before and after the end of the
temperaturemeasurement series (figure E1(a)). Interestingly, the t( )( )g 2 measured after the temperature
measurements does not approach one, i.e. the value for a totally uncorrelated signal. Tofind the timescale of the
newoccurring feature, we performed fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) from sub-μs to sub-second
timescale. The acquired t( )G function reveals a bunching feature with a time constant of t = 4.0 0.2l ms. As
we do not see a significant increase inwidth of the point spread function (figure E1) in comparison to the
measured point spread function for other fixedNDs, we identify the bunching feature in t( )G and the offset in

t( )( )g 2 to be a consequence ofND rotation.
Finally, we compare the results for theCoop-D-Ramsey to the original D-Ramsey in case of rotatingNDs.

TheD-Ramsey sequence requires by design theNV electronic transitions to be selectively addressable. This
condition is not fulfilled byNDs, as their transitions are typical split in the range of∼kHz to∼MHz [17, 29, 30].
Nevertheless, we can estimate themaximum signal contrast expected for a rotatingNDwith the given
parameters. To this endwe simulated theD-Ramsey for various angles of themicrowave field versus theNV axis
and averaged the signal. Figure F1 shows the result of this averaging in case of amore bulk orND like behavior.
For the given parameter set (spin transition energy, Rabi amplitude and hyperfine splitting)wewould not have
been able to observe characteristicmodulations corresponding to the shift inD i.e.measure temperature.

There are alternative ways tomeasure temperature with rotatingNDs. In this context onemay not be
interested in themethod’s sensitivity only, but also in the accessible bandwidth the individual sensing strategy
provides. The zero phonon line energy and theDebye–Waller-factor (DWF) ofNV are temperature dependent
and allow an all optical approach [11, 12]. Thus,measuring both quantities is very easy to implement, and show a
comparable sensitivity tomicrowave assisted techniques in case ofDWF andNVs inNDs.Nevertheless, one has
to use aNV ensemble to reach a sensitivity in the range of~ - /100 mK Hz 1 2 [12]. Bothmethods are compatible
with FCS, because thermal information is read out optically via the fluorescent signal. FCS allows the analysis on
arbitrary timescales. However, it is questionable, if one can clearly separate the temperature induced correlation
signal from features thatmay origin from, for example, charge state dynamics [31] or rotation, and if the latter do
not dominate the desired correlation signal.

Themost simplemeasurement scheme utilizing theNV spin is based on continuouswave excitation and a
time resolution of∼10 μs has been demonstrated [8]. As continuouswave excitation is limited by *T2 [32], the
expected temperature resolution is on the order of∼0.1 K Hz−1/2 to∼1 K Hz−1/2 forNV ensemble inNDs
[5, 8]. However, pulse sequences specifically developed for thermal sensing are ultimately limited byT2 [4, 5].
They offer a sensitivities of∼0.1 K Hz−1/2 with reasonable parameters for singleNVs inNDs [4], and can be
further improved by higher order decoupling strategies [7].

In this workwe continuously readout a single statistically rotatingND.Hereby, every data point infigure 4(f)
has been acquired for severalminutes, which is a long time period versus the actual rotational correlation time of
theND. The given readout origins from a statistical average of all possibleNV angular variations versus the
externalmicrowave field.Hereby, it shouldmake less difference, if a singleNVor a dense ensemble ofNNVs is
probed. As sensitivity scales inverse with (relative) signal contrast crel and∼ N [5], a factor of 5 can be gained
with =N 100 and =c 0.5,rel whichwe define in our case as the relative signal contrast to themaximum
possible signal. Consequently, applying the presented approach toNDensemble should allow a sensitivity of
�30 mKHz−1/2, using∼130 mKHz−1/2 as a reference for a singleNV inND [4]. All pulsedmeasurement
schemes are naturally expandable to, for example, a so-called stimulated echo sequence. The latter allows to
sense correlations on the timescale, which a specific sensing sequence is applied as a lower bound (NV:∼sub-μs),
and the probe spin relaxation time itself as an upper bound (NV:∼ms). The practicability of such stimulated
echoes has been shown in case ofNV [15, 16].

Besides, one question arises, namely: which is the bestmethod for robust spinmanipulation inpulsedmode. In
case of theD-Ramsey schemeone could also replace conventional pulses, by adiabatic passage [33]. For example,
chirped pulses, allowing to create a state inversionwith highfidelity and bandwidth, or theB1 insensitive rotation
(BIR)pulse, which allows to adjust a superposition statewith arbitrary state composition.HereB1 is thedriving
microwavefield. Even if adiabatic pulses provide a robustway tomanipulate the state of a spin system, thepulses
itself have to bemuch longer than the corresponding effective Larmor frequency in the rotating reference frame to
fulfill the adiabatic condition. This has to be the case even for the smallestB1field amplitude considered. In
addition, theBIRpulse scheme can onlyprovide a certain bandwidth in frequency space roughly corresponding to
the range of the appliedRabi frequency [33]. Especially in bulk diamond and for aNVwith 14N, the pulse has to
have a bandwidth of around 4MHz at least to drive all hyperfine lines, setting the lower limit of theRabi driving
strength. In the case ofNDs, strainusually reduces the hyperfine splitting that shall lead to an increase in the overall
performance of the BIRpulses. The problemof overall pulse length still remains.
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The used cooperative design gives some advantages over conventional optimal control. In the latter case,
each pulse of a sequence would be synthesized as a particular gate, which requiresmore resources (e.g. time or
energy) as synthesis of a particular state transfer. In our cooperative design, not even a particular state transfer is
required but just one out of a subset (e.g. any equal superposition state). Then, all different pulses in our
sequence can correct errors in state adjustment of other pulses. A particular final state is achieved by cooperative
adjustment of all pulses. This introduces an additional degree of freedom, allowing the algorithm to bemore
efficient concerning the overall length of the sequence [24], providing better results for shorter pulses.

In this workwe have chosen an overall pulse length of around m2 s in case of the rotatingND. In case of a
simulated echo, which essentially consist of two identical sequences split by a correlation interval, the shortest
echo sequence would be m4 s long. Consequently, themaximumbandwidth one can access in terms of temporal
resolution tomeasure temperaturefluctuations, is about 250 kHz. If we add a free evolution interval on the
order of t m= 0.5 s, one can reach a sensitivity of∼40 mKHz−1/2 in case of aND ensemble (see equation in
main text of [5], =c 0.05, =N 100, t m= =ˆT 0.5 scoh ). The overall pulse sequence lengthwould increases to
5 μs, which still allows a bandwidth of 200 kHz. This is comparable to the time resolution reported previously
[34], where the resonance frequency at∼840 kHz of amechanical oscillator was probed. Therefore, it would be
possible to resolve temperature fluctuationswith μs-time and potentially even nm-spatial resolution.

Thismight be of particular importance as recent experiments on living cell using fluorescent probes [35–39]
havemeasured sizeable temperature gradients. Thermodynamic arguments however suggest [40], that changes
of the average temperature due to endogenous thermogenesis shouldwe very small, but do not exclude, that
measurable temperature fluctuationsmay still exist. For example, Inomata et al [34] observed a characteristic
change of heat generation from a burst-like to a continuous increasing behavior after stimulating brown fat cells
with norepinephrine in awell isolated chamber design.

In addition, NDsmay be placed on a small structure whose size is sub-micron down to several tens of
nanometers, to analyze their thermal dynamics. In difference to scanning probe approaches, where a sharp but
microscopic tip is used to probe the local heat dissipation [9, 10, 41], NDs can reach dimensions even below
10 nmand still hostNV [29, 30]. As diamond itself has a high thermal conductivity and a lowheat capacity, high
thermal coupling and lowperturbation of the device under study is possible in direct contact. Hence, high spatial
resolution can be combinedwith fast temporal response, enable by the presentmeasurement scheme.

Conclusion

In summary, we have converted theD-Ramsey scheme for sensitive temperaturemeasurements into amore
robust Coop-D-Ramsey, which is based on optimal control theory in combinationwith a cooperative pulse
design.We demonstrate superior robustness against variation in the driving strength and resonance
mismatching, compared to conventional soft or hard pulses. The recipe we exploited to enable robust spin
control is universal and can be used to design other pulse schemes.

In addition, we show that theCoop-D-Ramsey even performswell, when aND is tumblingwithin an agarose
matrix. Combining all parameters discussed it is reasonable to state, that ourwork paves theway tomeasure sub
100 mK temperaturefluctuations onmicrosecond time and nanometer length scale.
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AppendixA.Materials andmethods

A.1. Sample preparation
Bulk study:We glue a bulk diamond containing single deepNVon a printed circuit board as sample holder. The
latter is also used to applymicrowave excitation via a 50 μmthin copperwire spanned over the diamond.
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ND study: For fixedNDswe spin coat aND sample (‘M19-S11c’, SN: AA00M7,DiamondNanotechnologies
Inc.) onto a plasma cleaned cover glass glued on a PCBboard. A 50 μmthin copperwire is spanned over the glass
and connected to the PCBboard formicrowave excitation.

For tumblingNDswemodified the above approach by adding a sample chamber on top.We glued a confocal
cell culture dishwithout the glass slide at the bottomonto the cover glass after spanning thewire. The sample is a

m25 l ofND stock solution (‘M19-S11c’, SN: AA00M7,DiamondNanotechnologies Inc.)mixedwith 25 mg
agarose (target concentration 5 wt%, Agarose Typ 1-AA0169, Sigma) in m475 l water. After dissolving the
agarose under vigorousmixing and heating, the sample is applied to the dish. To prevent the agarosematrix
fromdrying out, 3 ml of water is added.

A.2 Pulse parameters
In the bulk sample case we compile theCoop-D-Ramsey sequence with a variation in possible detuningsΔD
from zero to 200 kHz in 100 kHz steps. The relative driving amplitudeκ is varied simultaneously from0.7 to
1.3 in steps of 0.1. The overall sequence is 2640 ns long.We also add the hyperfine lines by including a small
magnetic detuning as an additional ensemble. For the fixedNDswe choose the sameD-shifts. The relative Rabi
driving amplitudeκ is varied from0.8 to 1.2 in steps of 0.1. The overall pulse length is 3840 ns. For rotatingNDs
we again choose the very same shifts inD. Different to former cases the amplitude is varied for every
combination of left and right driving strength between 0.6 and 1.4 from its original values. The overall pulse
length is 2160 ns. In bothND studies we include a smallmagnetic detuning, whereas we treat the central (fixed
ND) or the center of all hyperfine transitions (rotatingND) for one electronic transitions as E in equation (5b).

A.3 Experimental setup
To test the Coop-D-Ramseywe use a home built confocal setupwith a 532 nm laser to exciteNV. To separate the
strong laser light fromNVfluorescence, we use a long passfilter with cutoff design frequency at 647 nm. ForNV
fluorescence detectionwe used two avalanche photodiodes (APDs) in aHanbury-Brown-and-Twiss
configuration. Formanipulation of theNV spin system two arbitrary waveform generators (AWG2041,
Tektronics)working inMaster/Slavemode are connected to the I andQ channel of an IQ-mixer (IMOH-01–58,
PulsarMicrowave). The local oscillator input is connected to a frequency source (SMIQ03B, Rohde and
Schwarz). The IQ-mixer is connected to amicrowave switch (ZASWA-2-50DR+, mini-circuits) allowing to
additionally suppressmicrowave excitation if needed. After the switch themicrowave excitation is amplified by a
16Wamplifier (ZHL-16W- 43+, mini-circuits), which is directly connected to the sample. Formicrowave
excitation a simple copperwire is used. A thermistor was connected to the sample holder, tomonitor the
temperature of the sample. The setup is fully controlled via custommade software programswritten in Python.
To record thefluorescent autocorrelation function t( )G , one of the APDs is connected to a time-correlated
single photon countingmodule (PicoHarp 300, PicoQuant).

A.4Data analysis
Data analysis, simulations and data visualization have been performed inMatlab (Mathworks). To compare the
measured datawith corresponding simulations we have to extract the individual spin contrast of theNVunder
study. To this end the spin ofNV isfirst initialized and fluorescence is readout after a sufficient long time interval
with green laser pulses. Thefluorescence response ofNV is depending on its spin state: thefirst∼300 to 500 ns
after turning on the laser give a higher fluorescence signal if being in ñ∣0 and lower if being in + ñ∣ 1 .Weperform
two spin contrastmeasurement: the first one is donewithout anymicrowave excitation between initialization
and readout, giving the reference value for being in ñ∣0 . In a second runwe depopulate ñ∣0 , using a linear chirp
microwave pulse and extract the reference value for being in + ñ∣ 1 . In the bulk andfixedNDcasewe determine
the spin contrast in a separatemeasurement. For the rotatingND study the spin contrast is continuously
monitored during the running temperature readout. Further we useDYNAMO to simulate the state evolution
of individualNVwhen varying the free evolution time τ for a (Coop-)D-Ramsey. Aswe do not include
decoherence effects at this stage, and aswewant to compare simulated and experimental results, we alsomeasure
aHahn echo for the individualNVs. TheHahn echo is thenfit to a stretched exponential function, which
parameters are used as an exponential damping term tofit experimental data. In case of the rotatingNDwe keep
the parameters of the stretched exponential as a free fit parameter.

To extract the correlation time of rotatingNDwe use amono exponential decay. Figure illustrations have
been accomplished using Inkscape.

Appendix B. Influence of projector choice on compiled optimal control pulse

Todemonstrate, that it ismandatory to use both projector sets, we compiled one sequence with ( )Pxy
1 and ( )Pxy

2

only, and one including all projectors given in equations (6).
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The systemwas defined as described in equations (4a)–(4c). The shift introduced by an external z-magnetic
field has been set to 5 MHz, resulting in a splitting of 10 MHz for the ESR transitions. In addition, DYNAMO
shall optimize the pulse response for three different configurations that resample the hyperfine structure of 14N.
Therefore, additionalmagnetic shifts with 0 MHz and±2.16 MHz are introduced. To see howphase
accumulates during the evolution interval, the detuningΔD is set to 200 kHz. Doing so, onewould expect a
single harmonicmodulation between state ñ∣0 and + ñ∣ 1 onlywith a period of 5 μsmatching the adjusted
detuning, when varying the time τ of the evolution intervals. Simulating the state dynamics of themodelNV for
different evolution intervals reveal, that in case of set1 fast oscillations can occur for different hyperfine lines (see
figure B1(a)).When using set1 and set2, one can observe a clear oscillation between state ñ∣0 and + ñ∣ 1 with a
period of 200 kHz for all hyperfine lines (figure B1(b)). The additional frequency components between 1MHz
and 4MHzdisappeared in the corresponding Fourier transformation (compare figures B1(c) and (d)).

AppendixC.Hyperfine transitions of strainedNDs

To calculate the ESR transition of theNV center inNDswe use followingHamiltonian:

b= + - + +· ( ) · · · ( )H D S E S S S S A I. C.1z x y zNV
2 2 2

0

Whereas I are the nuclear spinmatrices andA the hyperfine interaction tensor [42]. For reasons of simplification
we consider the SzIz hyperfine coupling only. Then, we calculate the Eigensystem ofHNV and determine themost
prominent transitions introduced by the spin operators Sx and Sy in the transformed system. Figure C1(a) shows
this calculation for varyingβ0 for a zerofield splitting E=5MHz and 14N. As one can see the hyperfine lines
of the = m 1I state overlap for b  E.z0 With increasingmagnetic field, the lines begin to separate. For

b ~z
E

0 2
the hyperfine lines are well separated. Infigure C1(b)we plot the corresponding transitions in case

of 15N.

Figure B1. Simulated evolution of Coop-D-Ramsey for different projector combinations: (a): Evolution forNV spin states with and
without 15Nhyperfinewhen applying aCoop-D-Ramsey. Only Projector ( )Pxy

1 and ( )Pxy
2 are used to compile the pulse. (b): Compilation

includes an additional sub-ensemble applying ( )Pxy
b1 and ( )Pxy

b2 instead of Projector ( )Pxy
1 and ( )P .xy

2 (c): Fast Fourier transformation (FFT)
of the ñ∣0 population shown in (a)with andwithout hyperfine. (d): FFT of the ñ∣0 population shown in (b)with andwithout hyperfine.
In (c) and (d) also the adjusted detuningΔD is drawn by a red line.
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As an example, figureC2 shows the cwODMR spectrumof theNDused for theNDcase study in themain
text. The residualmagnetic field along the z-axis correspond to 0.53±0.03 MHz. The zero field parameter E
equals 4.35 0.01 MHz.

AppendixD. Precision in temperature reading for a slow rotatingND

TheNV can be used tomeasure temperature. The reason for the latter lies within the temperature dependence of
the zerofield splittingD that can be approximated to be linear at ambient conditions. Thereby the shift inD is
around -–70 80 kHz K 1 [25]. For comparison the shift of a single spin transitions ofNV is around -2.8 MHz G .1

So already for the Earthmagnetic fieldwith∼0.5 G a line shift of∼1.4 MHz is expectable andwould correspond
to a temperature shift around 20 K. Small changes in the sub-G regimemay already be interpret as a temperature
change. Therefore, theD-Ramsey is designed in away thatmagnetic shifts will be partially compensated by
measuring theCOGof both transitions ofNV. If both transitionsmove in the opposite direction in energy space
(for example by amagneticfield aligned along theNV spin axis) the COGdoes not change. This is not always the
case. Changing the orientation of an externalmagnetic field versus theNV axis lead to amodulation of theCOG
of both lines (see figuresD1(a) and (b) for an external field of 10 G). Therefore, for very slow tumblingNDs its
rotationmay be interpreted as a change in temperature.We define themaximum temperature uncertainty by
the taking themaximumdelta in the shift of the COGdivided by -74.2 kHz K 1 and plot it in dependence of the
externalmagnetic field (seefigureD1(c)). For an externalfield of 1 G an uncertainty in temperature reading of
55 mK is reached.

FigureC1.Hyperfine transitions of aNV− in aND in case of 14N (a) and 15N (b). Note that the plotted transitions between states have
different Eigen-basis in the region b»E ,0 but for a better visibility the transitions are labeled for the limit bE .0

FigureC2. cwODMRof a nanodiamond exhibiting strain. The acquired data set (black) isfit to amodel on basis of equation (C.1). The
red line shows the sumof all transitionswhereas the blue ones show the individual transitions.
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Appendix E. Analysis of rotatingND

As state in themain text we use an agarosematrix to restrict transversal diffusion. Figure E1 illustrates the
behavior of the usedNDs in the gelmatrix. For a singleNVone typically utilizes the correlation function t( )g 2

to reveal its single photon emission characteristics. The t( )( )g 2 function of the rotatingND in themain text is
shown infigure E1(a) (blue dots). Interestingly we observe a characteristic change of t( )( )g 2 after several hours of
temperature read out (figure E1(a) black dots). A new bunching feature occurs, visible in a biasing of the
correlation value for long τ to higher values. Analyzing thefluorescence signal using the so-called t( )G function,
reveals this bunching to have a characteristic timescale of t = 4.0 0.2 ms.l

As the carrier of information in case of photon emission is the fluorescence intensity and its dynamics, we
should see similar intensity fluctuation, if we perform a xy-scanwith a suitable high temporal resolution. To this
end, we perform a fast xy-scan (figure E1(d)). If one acquires a confocal xy-mapwith sufficient slow scan speed,
the size of the confocal spot still corresponds well to themeasured average point spread function of other
fluorescent spots (comparewhite and red cycle infigure E1(c)). Therefore, we interpret the occurring intensity
fluctuations to be originated from the rotation of theND, rather than transversal diffusion, whichwould also
lead tofluctuations of the fluorescence signal.

FigureD1.Angular dependence of electronic transitions if an externalmagnetic field is applied. (a): The polar angle θ of an external
magnetic field of 10 G versus theNV axis is changed. (Blue) and (red) represent the upper and lower ESR transition, respectively.
(Gray) present the center of gravity. (b): Zoom into (a) to see the center of gravity of both transitions. (c): For afixed polar angle of p

2
the externalmagnetic field is ramped. Themaximumpossible difference of the COG,which is the difference between q = p

2
and

θ=0, is plotted in terms of a temperature shift. For the latter we used =¶
¶

-74.2 kHz K .D

T
1
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Appendix F. Simulating theD-Ramsey of a tumblingND

Figure E1.Analysis of rotatingND. (a): Autocorrelation function t( )g 2 before (blue) and after (black) temperaturemeasuring series.
(b): Zoom into thefirst 200 ns time delay of (a). (c) and (d): Confocal scan after temperaturemeasuring series with an integration time
of 500 ms (c) and 5 ms (d). (e): Autocorrelation function t( )G (black). The red line indicates amono exponential fit to t( )G for a time
delay greater than 20 μs. Thewhite cycles in (c) and (d) correspond to themeasured average size of the point spread function for 10
different spots. The red cycle in (c) is thefitted average size of the shown confocal spot. The y-scaling of (b) is the same as (c), whereas
the x-scale is the photon delay time in μs.

Figure F1. Simulating theD-Ramsey of a tumbling nanodiamond: for all simulations the ESR parameters for the rotatingND in the
main text have been chosen. In theND case (ND like) equations (5) have been used, and in the bulk case (Bulk like) equations (4). The
simulated detuningwas set to 200 kHz.
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